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Sister Suzan Asks us to join her in praying for her daughter and fellow coworkers. 

Sister Suzan’s daughter, Shelby recently informed her that her 

workplace has shut down due to one of her coworkers testing 

positive for COVID-19.  Her job hired a company to come to the job 

site to test all of the employees in a drive-thru test. Apparently, the 

employee infected was asymptomatic. Thank you for your prayers. 

 

06/18/2020 

Sister Kathy B. Asks that we keep Jeremiah Otemo in prayer, a brother in the 

message who lives in Kenya. Brother Jeremiah has an orphanage and 

they are growing food for themselves, but it has been raining in 

Kenya and it could ruin their corn harvest.  Sister Kathy B. would like 

us to join her in prayer in praying  that the rain would stop and not 

ruin the corn harvest. Thank you. 

 

06/18/2020 

Sister Kathy B. Asks that we continue to keep her in prayer. Sister Kathy B. has asked 

us to specifically pray for her as she seeks answers about what she 

could do to help herself heal from the injury to her neck. She has yet 

to receive the prescription for her imaging  that the doctor in NY 

said would send out on May 22
nd

 2020.  She is praying that she 

would receive it soon. The imaging is important to help in 

diagnosing what is going on with her neck. Sister Kathy B.’s neck is 

locked in a forward position and it is painful and makes navigating 

life more difficult.  So please let us continue to keep her in prayer. 

Thank you. 

 

06/18/2020 

Sister Kathy B. Asks that we keep Sister Kathy M. in prayer as she is scheduled to 

meet with her surgeon on Monday (6/22/2020). Pray that her 

appointment will go well and that she is blessed with all the 

information necessary as to know what action she should take next 

and whether or not surgery will be necessary. Thank you. 

 

06/18/2020 

Sister Adriana Asks for us to keep her mom, Sister Cristina, in prayer as she is 

scheduled to undergo surgery this coming Thursday (6/25/2020).  

Sister Cristina has looked forward for this moment to have surgery 

for a while now. Due to a bulging disc, she has been experiencing 

severe amounts of pain. So it is an answer to her prayers that she is 

soon to have the surgery, but also keep in prayer that she be blessed 

with a very skilled surgeon to perform the surgery. Thank you. 

 

06/18/2020 
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Sister Cristina Asks for prayer specifically to past the test required for her to have 

surgery. The results from the EKG exam read abnormal, so she will 

have to go through a cardiology check up, an echo and stress test. 

She is praying that it will be okay so she can get the surgery. Sister 

Cristina is also feeling down in this current season of her life with so 

many things happening this year. Let us join her in prayer. May the 

Lord bless her and lift her spirits up with joy and cheer! Amen and 

thank you.  

 

06/18/2020 

Sister Victoria Asks for prayer specifically for her friend, Keishia. She is currently 

studying to take her licensing exam in a few days to be a licensed 

health and life agent in CA. Thank you. 

 

06/18/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

A year ago Elder Parminder was warned by FFA that the leaders of 

the Movement would be cursed for rejecting their message on Islam 

(their July 18
th
 Nashville prophecy) and declaring to the followers to 

decide who has the true message on Islam. Is Islam rising or coming 

down this year? FFA believes Islam is rising up. The Movement 

believes Islam will be restrained. The Movement believes this because 

Islam is tied to Russia. Islam becomes restrained as Russia loses its 

influence. So, Elder Parminder is asking us to pray—next hours, days, 

and weeks for God to give us an increase of knowledge on Islam. 

July 18, 2020 is not that far away. Elder Parminder says, “If we don’t 

pray, don’t confess our sins, what hope will we have in the Lord 

giving us more light on Islam.” Let us pray fervently and incessantly. 

Thank you.   

 

06/18/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Asks that we keep in prayer all affected by the coronavirus pandemic 

outbreak. It is still spreading, though in some places the severity has 

lessened a little, but is still at risk for a sudden spike in cases (and 

possible 2
nd

 wave). As people continue to adjust to the new normal, 

please pray for protection for those unknowingly exposed and for 

those who are stuck in places where the virus is hit very strong. 

Thank you.  

 

06/18/2020 

Select Members of 

Sac Fellowship 

Asks that we keep in prayer the Weekend Bible study event hosted 

by WSF in Canada. The meetings will be held via the Zoom 

teleconference platform starting July 10
th
 2020 thru July 12

th
 2020 at 

9:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. (MDT). The speakers will be Elders Tess and 

Thabo. Pray for the internet service to run smoothly and if there be 

06/18/2020 
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any glitches or difficulties that the Lord will help the meeting go 

forward successfully. We ask prayers for the speakers as they prepare 

to present and for all in attendance to be open and receptive of the 

present truth taught. That all be blessed by the message of the hour. 

For more information please visit their site @: www.white-stone.ca.  

Thank you. 

 

Select Members of 

Sac Fellowship 

Asks that we keep the upcoming mini-monthly Zoom camp meeting 

hosted by Sacramento Fellowship in prayer. The meetings will occur 

via Zoom beginning Friday, June 26
th
 2020 at 6:30 p.m. thru June 

27
th
 2020. Speakers will be Brother Jonathon and Sisters Elaine and 

Victoria. Pray for the internet service to run smoothly and if there be 

any glitches or difficulties that the Lord will help the meeting go 

forward successfully. We ask prayers for the speakers as they prepare 

to present and for all in attendance to be open and receptive of the 

present truth taught. That all be blessed by the message of the hour. 

 

06/18/2020 

Select Members of 

Sac Fellowship 

Asks that we keep the upcoming Gold Country camp meeting hosted 

by Sacramento Fellowship. At this present time, it has not been 

settled whether it will be in-person or virtual. However the meetings 

are planned to begin Wednesday, September 23
rd
 2020 at 6:30pm 

thru Saturday, September 26
th
 2020. Presenters will be Sister Tamina 

and Elder Parminder. Prayerfully, the meetings will be in-person and 

all who can, could attend collectively as a group. Pray for the 

internet service to run smoothly and if there be any glitches or 

difficulties that the Lord will help the meeting go forward 

successfully. We ask prayers for the speakers as they prepare to 

present and for all in attendance to be open and receptive of the 

present truth taught. That all be blessed by the message of the hour.  

 

06/18/2020 

Members of Sac 

Fellowship 

Ask that we keep in prayer the leader to be raised up to teach on the 

subject of the Nature of Man part 2 and the LGBQT. When the test 

is placed in front of each one of us, may we be found faithful and 

standing on the side of right as victors. Also pray the Lord gives the 

women of the Movement courage and strength to teach and finish 

the work. 

 

06/18/2020 

   

   

http://www.white-stone.ca/
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